
CONSUMER AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
DECEMBER 1st 2020 – MARCH 7th 2021



www.recyclecartons.ca

CAMPAIGN DURATION

December 2020 January 2021 February 2021 March 2021

Pause for the Holidays
(Dec 24.- Jan.4)

Campaign Extended to 
Make Up for Holiday Pause

(March 1-7)



www.recyclecartons.ca

Campaign Chanels

Facebook & Instagram Network Google Search & Display Network Typeform Quiz Builder



Campaign Assets

• Video
• Ads
• Quiz
• Myth vs Fact document
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Three Audience Profiles
1. Recycles with limitations

● Has access to a recycling program, but not 
recycling literate

● Forgets that cartons are recyclable
● Does their part but not a climate enthusiast
● Recycles as an easy way to “help the planet”
● Doesn’t always recycle correctly 
● Might purchase less packaged items at the grocery 

store but then forgets to recycle once finished

Demographic Characteristic

Location Ontario/Quebec

Gender Male or Female

Age 25-50

Relationship In a Relationship/with kids

Education Educated - Post Secondary Diploma

Employment Employed - Full Time or Part Time
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Three Audience Profiles
2. Does not recycle

● Regions that do not have access to curbside recycling 
were actively excluded

● Has access to curbside recycling but chooses not to use it
● Is confused by recycling
● Thinks the bins or method of storage is inconvenient 

or smelly
● Doesn’t actively choose environmental brands at the store 

Demographic Characteristic

Location Ontario/Quebec

Gender Male or Female

Age 35 and under

Relationship Single or in a 
Relationship/no kids

Education Educated - High School 
Diploma

Employment Employed - Part Time -
Trades/Other
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Three Audience Profiles
3. Avid Recycler

● Actively reads environment news
● Conscious consumer of eco-friendly goods and services 
● Properly recycles cartons 
● Does their part to be a good climate citizen 
● Cleans out the PB jar when recycling, recycling literate, 

aware of what is accepted in municipal recycling 
program (cartons included)

Demographic Characteristic

Location Ontario/Quebec

Gender Male or Female

Age 18-35 / 55+

Relationship In a Relationship/with kids

Education Educated - Post Secondary 
Degree

Employment Employed - Full Time -
Corporate Job
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Campaign Objectives
● Increase the recovery and recycling rate of gable top and aseptic cartons in Ontario 

and Quebec
● Educate consumers about what food and beverage cartons are (aseptic and gable top)
● Demonstrate how to recycle food and beverage cartons to consumers and explain the 

benefits of doing so
● Test effectiveness of various carton recycling messaging, creative, and platform 

delivery options
● Increase awareness of Carton Council of Canada and engagement with CCC’s content



Campaign 
Results



Total Impressions

5 081 555
IMPRESSIONS

Definition
The number of times your ads were on screen. Impressions value includes multiple 
views of your ads by the same people.

Channels

www.recyclecartons.ca

2 769 300
ONTARIO

Facebook : 1 859 007 
Google : 910 293

2 312 255
QUEBEC

Facebook : 2 265 673 
Google : 46 582

*February 2021 includes March 1 - 7 data

*



Total Video Plays

652 429
TOTAL VIDEO PLAYS

Definition
The number of times your video starts to play. This is counted for each 
impression of a video, and excludes replays.

Channel

441 139
ONTARIO

211 290
QUEBEC
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*

*February 2021 includes March 1 - 7 data



Total Video Plays 25%

181 565
VIDEO PLAYS @ 25 %

Définition
The number of times your video was played at 25% of its length, including plays 
that skipped to this point.

Channels

119 760
ONTARIO

61 805
QUEBEC
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*

*February 2021 includes March 1 - 7 data



Video Plays @ 100 %

55 785
VIDEO PLAYS 100%

Définition
The number of times your video was played at 100% of its length, including plays 
that skipped to this point.

Channel

34 848
ONTARIO

20 937
QUEBEC
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*

*February 2021 includes March 1 - 7 data



Total engagements

281 298
ENGAGEMENTS

Definition
The total number of actions that people take involving your ads.

Channel

173 787
ONTARIO

107 511
QUÉBEC
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*

*February 2021 includes March 1 - 7 data



Total link clicks

72 448
Total campaign estimate : 19 680

CLICKS

Definition
The number of clicks on links within the ad that led to advertiser-specified 
destinations.

Channels

35 464
ONTARIO

Facebook : 30 463 
Google : 5 001

36 984
QUEBEC

Facebook : 33 370 
Google : 3 614

www.recyclecartons.ca

*

*February 2021 includes March 1 - 7 data



Avg. Click Through Rate

2,9 %
CLICK THROUGH RATE

Definition
The percentage of users saw your ad and performed a click.

Channels

2,7 %
ONTARIO

Facebook : 2,4 % 
Google : 2,9 %

3,1 %
QUÉBEC

Facebook : 1,8 % 
Google : 3,7 %

www.recyclecartons.ca

*

*February 2021 includes March 1 - 7 data

https://business.facebook.com/help/787506997938504


Total responses

12 366
QUIZ RESPONSES

Definition
The number of users that responded to the quiz.

Chanel

2 718
ONTARIO

9 648
QUÉBEC

www.recyclecartons.ca

*

*February 2021 includes March 1 - 7 data
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AUDIENCE PERFORMANCE

RECYCLES WITH 
LIMITATIONS

Impressions Video Plays Engagements Clicks Click Through 
Rate Avg. CPC

2 866 857 287 914 117 065 32 590 3,4 % 0,67 $

DOES NOT
RECYCLE 1 456 869 155 758 60 198 20 615 2,5 % 0,91 $

AVID RECYCLER 479 825 136 014 48 623 7 243 2,1 % 0,61 $
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Best performing ads - FACEBOOK
Ontario – Recycles with limitations

Impressions: 158,933
Clicks: 2,312
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Best performing ads - FACEBOOK

Ontario– Does not recycle

Impressions: 170,926
Clicks: 3,351
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Best performing ads - FACEBOOK
Ontario – Avid Recycler

Impressions: 154,606
Clicks: 3,034
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Campaign Insights

The campaign had a positive impact. After 8 weeks (ON & QC) :
• > 5M views (impressions)
• 281,298 people reacted to our ads 
• Higher level of engagement from Quebec (Quebeckers love their quizzes!)

The audience was eager to participate in the conversation 

Consumers expressed concerns regarding the state of our Blue Box recycling 
system



Comments
265 comments received (Ontario=143; Quebec=122)

Neutral comments (142 / 53%)

● Questions relative to rinsing, what do with caps, whether cartons go in the paper 
vs container bin, and why paper cups can’t be recycled (given that they are 
similar in their make-up to cartons)

● Confusion remains regarding recyclability of cartons, what happens to the non-
fibrous components (plastic and aluminium layers) 

● Importance of following the 3Rs hierarchy



Positive comments (43/16%)
Topic Example/Description

Relevancy of the message “This type of info should be taught and practiced 
during elementary school. I was lucky to have a 
teacher that cared deeply about recycling and the 
environment which instilled great recycling habits for 
myself and my family now.”

Enthusiastic about the individual 
role that each plays

“No excuse not to people!”

“I recycle even the littlest tiny Bits of Paper”

Positive reaction to the quiz “Are u more likely to recycle your liquid containers 
now?” Uh no...can’t improve past 100% thanks”



Negative Comments (80/30%)
Topic Example Response

Belief that the Blue Bin content 
is not recycled b/c:

• Is too contaminated 

• There is not enough recycling 
capacity 

• Collectors put the contents of 
the Blue Box and garbage 
together

• “Around 30% of recycling goes to the dump. They 
have so much recycling collection that they can't 
even recycle all of it so it goes to the land fill or is 
incinerated.”

• “I've seen the city of Toronto collectors more times 
than I can count go up to the bus stop garbage bin, 
open it up, dump the recycling side into the garbage 
side and toss them in the truck together. Thats 
<sic> the joke.”

You are correct that in certain single-stream recycling 
programs, about 30% of recyclables are disposed. However, 
this is because those materials did not belong there in the first 
place. Anything placed in the blue box that is not found on the 
accepted list of your local municipality's recycling program is 
considered contamination. 

Recycling reduces the amount of waste going to landfill and 
helps to conserve natural resources and reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions. It’s worth it to recycle and increasingly 
important to recycle right.

Belief that all the Blue Bin’s 
content is sent to developing 
countries.

• This is fake news. CBC news exposed this sham a 
long time ago. Most recycling ends up in landfills or 
is dumped in developing countries like the 
Philippines. Throwing your plastics in the garbage 
or in the blue bin has the same outcome.

• Only 30% of plastics can be recycled the rest is sold 
to 3rd world countries to be used as fuel for 
incinerators to make power.

The majority of recyclable materials (~ 70%) collected in 
Ontario are marketed to recycling facilities within North 
America. Ref: Region of York Blue Box Q&A

The statistic that is often referred to is actually that only 9% of 
plastics are recycled by Canadians. HOWEVER, THIS INCLUDES 
ALL PLASTICS, It does NOT refer to the plastic that is collected 
in your Blue Box. According to Stewardship Ontario, the 
recovery rate for plastics no. 1 and 2 (PET and HDPE) in the 
Blue Bin was 53% in 2019. While there is definitely more work 
to be done, I hope you will agree that this is better than 9% 
and that it is worth the effort to continue to recycle.

https://www.york.ca/wps/portal/yorkhome/environment/yr/garbageandrecycling/recyclingbluebox/!ut/p/z1/tZLNctowFIWfJQuWHl1JtiWWqkuwnTgmkxDAG0Y2xijFMnEVEt6-gmm7SUPaSaWNfuboXJ3vChVojgot96qRRnVabu1-UYTLRIyTOL6CNPd5BAJykRLGYRRQNDsJ4J0hABV_c_-MoDhv_4AKVOwqtUKLEEJMuFx7Q98PPb_ElTcM16HHSoaHAcG0XsmjutJmZzZoceiXVadNrc0ADl3_zW6-G2WeTwebrq0HUOu96jvdno4a2ZeyqaVe9XV1qLZKNwP4vSy3z3XZvaL0o8QWKemzKGvsu6XZeEqvOzT_gzmavzG3d9Xj01MhbIrj018NmruJMTuSskEI8cMYR5ACZkNILm-i-9uMEHiAN4I451bAJsFXHmO4Ij8FZ5q3sM1n77HCY0Czvapf0FR3fWs_490_9jr-VYHxSMRiDBO4nzK4HTGfh9fZ5Jp9tsIHAYhbe-zWnjq1527Z8_8DJ00gwsLaj-mIgiBJxL_QlN9cum0td8s-d8s-dwsn_yycXTudtpwG28cDBTVpo5JnIxo07fL89CIuLn4ANjWtYw!!/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/


Negative Comments (con’t)
Topic Example Response

Frustration about the many 
items that cannot be 
recycled & difficulty to keep 
up with sorting guidelines.

• …We can't even recycle coffee cups, styrofoam, 
or large plastic items over 6 inches. Landfill 
lives on.

• Rules keep changing. Stuff that we used to put 
in recycle bin are no longer allowed.

We understand that it may be challenging and frustrating to keep 
up with rules around recycling. A number of municipal programs 
have put in place "Waste Wizard" tools and apps to make it easier 
on their residents. 

Also, for your information, starting in 2023 and over a two-year 
period, Ontario will transition to a Blue Box system that is 
harmonized across the province (i.e. you will be able to recycle the 
same materials regardless of where you live). 

Distorted understanding of 
the economics around 
recycling

• Remember when styrofoam use to be 
recycled? If it’s not taken by recycling 
companies it’s because they don’t make 
money off it. Recycling is about money and 
that’s it, not about the environment.

You are correct that recycling costs money. The only material that 
generates a net profit in the Blue Box is aluminum. That is why 
those companies that sell packaged goods in Ontario are legally 
required to help pay for the recycling system (currently, they pay 
50% of the cost, but as of 2026 they will pay 100%). 

IC&I

• More effort needs to be put into setting up 
something for big stores to recycle more than 
just cardboard boxes. All plastic and containers 
go in the trash . That's a lot more than my two 
cartons a week (that I do recycle).

???



In conclusion…

Taking the time to respond to each comment individually is essential to rebuild 
consumers’ trust.

Q. What percentage of "recyclables" that get picked up from the curb are actually recycled in Ontario ??

A. According to the latest data from Stewardship Ontario, the recovery rate of gable containers is 51% and for aseptic 
containers, it's 24%. To be clear, this is the quantity of material that is sent to recyclers, relative to what is put on the market. 
One thing to note is that we know that some cartons (especially the smaller formats, like drink boxes), often end up misdirected
at the sorting facility, and are therefore not counted in these numbers. In addition to supporting consumer campaigns such as
this one, Carton Council also works to support sorting facilities and municipalities to ensure that over time, more and more 
cartons are recycled properly and they are directed to the right bales to be recycled.

Recycle Cartons great response, thank you for the answer !


